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what is he doing ?

he is confusing your mind

when the mind begins to understand truth

it becomes knowledge

and mind will hold onto anything that makes sense

now here is this man…

i do not know what is his question

it got triggered…suddenly…oh my god…

let me try to think what he said…oh…okay

what would i do if nobody was here ?

i am never alone

i lived in the mountains for seventeen years

i was alone…physically i was alone

but even if i am physically alone

somewhere in the neighbourhood…in the clouds…in the vicinity…

some souls are floating around…even they have questions !

ghosts come to meet me !

i have never been left alone after i died…

before that i was alone

now i am one with all…

so i do not know what i will do when i am alone

i will do the same thing that i am doing here

i am not doing anything special here

i am simply speaking to myself

and whatsoever is happening i am watching it happening

everything is showering light

i do not see any darkness anywhere

if i am in the room the same showering will happen

even the walls and the animals and the trees speak to me

i am never alone…unfortunately !

and this i have been saying again and again 

once you are enlightened you are never alone

what to do ?

when you are utterly confused your mind gives up…

so i am interested to listen to him more…

because now i am also confused !!

ha ha haa

the little bit of mind that was left around me…

evaporated…he has confused me totally !

even my mind has fallen into silence !

ha ha…great zen master…

the more you get confused

the mind cannot understand anything

and the mind simply has to stop thinking

this is one example…

it is a great example !

you have to use everything positively

confusion is a great art…

if someone can confuse you totally

like jabar…speaking gibberish…

he keeps confusing you till nothing makes sense anymore

you simply give up to make sense out of it

and the mind falls !

confusion is one of the great methods towards truth

some masters are geniuses

even gurdjieff used this method of confusion in his book 

tertanum organum

all rubbish !

rubbish…rubbish…rubbish…rubbish…

you do not know where to go

till suddenly something in it makes a little sense 

so you feel you may read little bit more

and then again rubbish…rubbish…rubbish…rubbish…rubbish…

so you do not know what to think

and then again one statement comes…
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